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Analyze the options of choice in the Quickfinder,
through the aforementioned customer preferences

Salesman; How many teeth are you looking
for? Do you have any specific machining
strategy in mind?

Customer; I would prefer trochoidal milling and
normally I use 5 teeth for that.

Select the right tool from the M+S Quickfinder
(in this example; move to page 370-371) 

Salesman; Understood. We have multiple suitable tools
in our assortment. If you could give me some additional information,
I can suggest you the specific tool:

- We assume you machine stainless steel with a coated tool?
- Does the tool need to have a radius?
- Which diameter do you need?
- What is the minimum cutting length you need?

Customer; I would prefer a coated tool indeed,
with corner radius. The needed cutting diameter is
12mm and the cutting length 3xD
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Salesman; You are looking for a suitable tool for your
application? What kind of material are you machining?

Customer; I’m looking for a tool which can machine
stainless steel (material group ISO-M)

Select the material group of your choice (page 9) and go
to the Quickfinder for this material group through
the table of content (page 10) ISO-M
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Select the right article number, retrieve the price from the
pricelist and communicate this with the customer

Salesman; Perfect! If you can answer the following two final questions,
I can tell you the exact article code that you need:

- Does the tool need to be with DIN6535HA or HB-shank?
- Which radius size do you need (0,3 / 0,5 / 1,0 / 2,0)?

Customer; I would like a tool with HA-shank and
a corner radius of 0,5

Analyze the cutting conditions on page 370-371 and
calculate the needed values by using the Dc

Salesman; Could you tell me the exact material
number code,so I can suggest you
the right cutting conditions?

Customer; The material number is 1.4404, also known
as stainless steel 316.

ISO-M

Salesman; I suggest you to use the following cutting conditions:

Vc=190
Ap = 3,6 – 36
Ae = 0,72 – 1,44
hm = 0,036

Customer; Thanks for the wonderful help!
I’m looking forward to receive the tool!


